
HOMEBUYER CAMPAIGN - DATA SERVICES

Homebuyer
Campaign

Accelerate your purchase business while growing
your pipeline with accurate, social media derived,
contractually exclusive lead data.

Provide real value to your realtor relationships while
changing the referral dynamic in both parties favor.

HOMEBUYER CAMPAIGN
Welcome to OcuMortgage Success Accelerator



OCU AGENCY HOMEBUYER CAMPAIGN - DATA SERVICES

“Homebuyer Campaign lead data is accurate,
contractually exclusive, interested in buying a
home in your region, awaiting your call, easier to
greet, derived from cutting-edge digital
strategy and proven to convert. Growing your
purchase pipeline has never been this easy.”

Tap into a  unique data services platform which changes the
standard realtor-loan o�ficer referral dynamic and puts you

directly in touch with as many home shoppers as you can handle.
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Welcome to Ocu

If you have received this document, you have been in communication with one of our authorized partners about the
many advantages of Ocu Agency: Homebuyer Campaign, our premier data service platform designed exclusively to
help mortgage industry professionals throughout the country to maximize the power of social media by connecting
directly with home buyers. For over 7 years this advantage has been the exclusive privilege of our private network. With
great pleasure we would like to extend a warm welcome to your company as we invite you to participate in our
open-access introductory rate.  We commend you for taking this important step, as making the time to read this
proposal alone is indicative of your commitment to the continued betterment of your company through innovation.

We truly respect the e�fect a well-executed partnership with your company will inevitably have on both of our
businesses and we are grateful for the opportunity. We look forward to exceeding your expectations, and having a

measurable impact on your bottom line. Thank you again for your business.

Sincerely,

Edward Haar
FOUNDING PARTNER

Ocu Agency
Marketing Consultancy

516.359.5351
office@ocuagency.com
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Executive Summary

Problem

Relying on referral leads from real-estate agents is a lucrative, yet limiting, strategy that is di�ficult to measure and scale, however
these leads are the most coveted due to their impressive conversion ratios. In addition, the purchasing of leads has been
historically unreliable as lead vendors are practically infamous for low responsibility, unscrupulous business practices and selling
the same data to multiple clients. This leaves mortgage professionals few solid options for scaling their business besides recruiting
more talent, which is a talent in itself.

Solution

We’ve developed a strategy that e�fectively reverses the roles, positioning a mortgage professional as a first point of contact for
incoming home buyer interest in their region and making it laughably easy to take mortgage applications. We’ve taken it a step
further by putting our ethics to ink, enacting a master agreement with a contractual obligation to exclusivity that protects all of
our clients and the end consumer alike. The result is the very highest quality in intent-based mortgage lead data available.

Benefits

It’s fairly simple. These prospects have seen a house online with a down payment and are awaiting a call for more information
from a member of your team. You are the only person that will make that call. Our experience informs us that data of this nature
reliably produces opportunities to originate loans.

Great, easy-to-call, exclusive data is an added benefit when recruiting new loan o�ficers and ensures their success in building their
pipeline. Brand new loan o�ficers with no pipeline or experience and calling sta�f alike will find Homebuyer Campaign lead data
makes it laughably easy to generate impressive numbers of quality applications.

Cost

Mortgage professionals can get started with an accessible minimum investment of $1,500 per month.

Risk—At Length

Logistics matter. Heightened numbers of applications may reveal critical �laws in systems that performed as expected at a slow
and steady (albeit lucrative) rate of applications. Our data service platform will be better suited to professionals and owners that
are ready and attentive to facilitating new levels of growth, or better yet, are seasoned and accustomed to it. While Homebuyer
Campaign lead data is proven to convert to mortgage applications it will surely not compensate for a lack of understanding of any
number of logistic issues and especially the capacity of any individual team members involved in your origination process.
Knowing how to organize and manage your team to success when volume increases will be crucial and deserves consideration so
in most cases we do strongly recommend starting slowly with a manageable amount of data and scaling accordingly.
Understanding the logistics of your business will be critical to success during this anticipated surge of growth.

Approach matters. These are warm, exclusive leads derived from a social media platform and they will perform best with a
custom personal approach. Experienced callers or team members may be reluctant to relinquish their standard cold-call pitch
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greetings for the warm personal approach we recommend however this will most definitely impact your results. “Hi John? John,
you reached out to us on Facebook, on Townsville homes for sale, you were looking to buy a house?” will work dramatically better
than the standard more professional approach: “Hi John? John this is Joseph with Acme Mortgage Bank, I’m calling in regard to
your home search, you are looking to purchase property?” Experience informs us that leads derived in this manner are more
amenable if the conversation begins casual and friendly, where a more professional introduction is only made as the conversation
progresses into a formal mortgage application.

Direct realtor referrals will likely outperform these leads, by rate of conversion not volume, however it’s important to remember
that the purpose of our platform is not to replace them in your business. It is to put your professionals in a position to o�fer
referrals instead of only receive them to strengthen or build new partnerships as well as provide an alternative, one size fits all,
measurable, scalable, duplicatable strategy for pipeline development. Building relationships to increase referrals is arguably an art
form to which not all will be inclined. Scaling a business that will require each new recruit to have special talent will require a
talent for recruiting. Our platform enables brand new inexperienced recruits with little to no talent for relationship building to
begin successfully soliciting for applications on day one - no exaggeration.

Taking responsibility for making contact is advised. No matter how accurate, high quality or exclusive the data is, the following
must be advised. Considering the nature of these leads your team can be quite confident about how these calls will go when their
prospect picks up, however it’s important to understand it’s our responsibility to get back to them in regard to their request for
information about buying a house, not the other way around. People do not always answer their phone the first time, second or
third time for any number of reasons including, they are busy or undisposed at the moment, forgot their phone on silent, are wary
of unknown callers (comical considering they gave their phone number out recently, but a valid reason none-the-less), wary of a
particular caller and therefore in the habit of ignoring numbers they don’t recognize all together, among a slew of other valid
reasons. In these cases, texting, with a personal approach may help but ultimately it’s important to take full responsibility for
getting back to this person. We can guarantee there will be missed opportunities if you quit attempting a prospect a�ter just a few
calls, and for an enlightening comparison, our experience informs our recommendation of a minimum of three attempts within
just the first day.

People will not ALWAYS remember the details of the first interaction such as the name of the brand they reached out to (they are
much more likely to remember what platform they were one, and that they clicked on a house) and this becomes increasingly so
as the days from their original inquiry increase. It is important not to harp or make them wrong if they cannot remember the
specific details. Just be confident that they definitely reached out to us and  you can help.
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Why Homebuyer Campaign lead data is different

Mortgage professionals don’t need another long list of cold contact information comprised of hundreds of people who
no longer want to be bothered. Your typical lead may have filled out a single web form some time ago in reference to a
property search or in order to download a PDF with free advice that piqued their interest and since then have endured
the headache of having their contact information sold to dozens of home sale professionals, spammed and harassed.

The life cycle of your Homebuyer Campaign lead data is what makes it di�ferent.

John provided his phone number and email in
regard to buying a house with a down payment
and was assured he would receive a call or
text with more information soon.

You caught John at work and mentioned
that he reached out to you on Facebook. He
was glad you called, and admitted he had
not secured a preapproval yet although he
knew he needed to. You assured him you
can help him with that!
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Sample Call Dialogue

“Hi John? Hey! You reached out to us on
Facebook, New York Homes For Sale, you
were looking to buy a house?”

“Yes I am…”

“Great, I can definitely help! Let me ask
you a question, have you been
pre-approved yet?”

You’ll open these calls with a warm personal greeting and
introduce yourself as a professional with credentials later
– a�ter all, these home shoppers are real people, and you
are a real person too, qualified to help make their dream

of becoming a home-owner come true.
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Getting Started

Homebuyer Campaign is our premier data services
platform designed exclusively for mortgage
professionals.

When you partner with Homebuyer Campaign, your team is positioned to
qualify incoming interested home shoppers in your region.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT:

● Contractually exclusive leads.

● Showing interest in buying a home in
your region.

● Provided their cellphone number as a
first step to get more information.

● Expecting a call from you.

● Easy warm greeting.

HOMEBUYER CAMPAIGN  LEADS

$1,500/month

MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION
(100 piece minimum quantity)

GET STARTED

516-359-5351
To get started now place your order via email:

eddie@ocuagency.com

Or email o�fice@ocuagency.com with an
executed copy of the master agreement

attached.
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Frequently Asked Questions

Review our answers to commonly asked questions. If your question isn’t covered here, please do not hesitate to reach
out to our o�fice with your query at o�fice@ocuagency.com

What is Homebuyer Campaign?
__________________________________________________________

Homebuyer Campaign is the name of our data services platform designed to provide mortgage

professionals with the highest quality in intent-based lead data available.

Are these leads exclusive?
__________________________________________________________

Yes. We’ve put our ethics to ink by enacting a master agreement cra�ted by our legal counsel which

contractually obligates us to exclusivity on your lead purchase.

About Ocu
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Ocu is a New York based design
and marketing consultancy
working with clients of all
sizes—all over the world.

Edward Haar, founding partner consulting at a
mortgage branch in New York.

Ocu Data Services is a subsidiary of Ocu Agency Inc. an
independent American marketing consultancy partnering with
companies of all sizes, all over the world to improve their design,
reach and results since 2009. Our multi-disciplinary team
combines over a decade of proficiency in marketing, graphic
design, branding, illustration, website design, user experience
and business development to provide our clients with the most
sophisticated holistic marketing strategies ever developed.

Testimonials

“On one of my first leads that turned into an
active deal. I extracted a CPA referral relationship
with the borrower’s accountant. I have seen an
exponential ROI on these leads due to
relationships I made from clients as well as
conversations with qualified borrowers who
were expecting my call and wanted to speak
about purchasing a home. Very satisfied with
these leads!“

JAMES WOLTMANN III, MORTGAGE LOAN ORIGINATOR

Intercontinental Capital Group
(Melville, NY)

“My experience with Ocu Agency’s new referral
accelerator program was tremendous. Within 3
days we wrote 1.86M in pre-approvals. I couldn’t
have been happier with our investment…”

FIORE D’ANGELOU, BRANCH MANAGER

Cardinal Financial
(Melville, NY)
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“When i first got into the mortgage industry, i
was inexperienced, confused, and didn’t know
where i would get my business. So when i was
introduced to the leads i was so happy to have
valuable source of people who were looking to
buy a home. long island homes for sale leads
provided me a opportunity to get clients and be
able to convert them to closed deals. i am forever
grateful for the leads because they turned into
clients and then relationships where they now
refer me business! ”

BRITTANY AIKHUELE, BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT

Intercontinental Capital Group
(Melville, NY)

“It works! I've done my research and tried or
attempted a few avenues. BUT when all was said
and done, these guys did their homework. The
best leads bar none.”

SERGIO J. RODRIGUEZ, BRANCH MANAGER

Lending 3
(Phoenix, AZ)

“In my first month as a licensed mortgage loan
o�ficer working strictly o�f of Homebuyer
Campaign leads I established a multi-million
dollar pipeline and I haven’t looked back. So
grateful to have partnered with Gershom and
Eddie.”

RICHARD ALVAREZ, MLO

United Mortgage Corp
(Levittown, NY)

“Leads from Eddie were actually close-able, and
helped us start to grow our business. If you’re in
the market for lead services, do yourself a favor!”

SALVATORE RIZZOLO, BRANCH MANAGER

Cardinal Financial
(Melville, NY)
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Homebuyer Campaign - Master Data Services Agreement

Ocu Agency, Inc. ("Ocu") and Customer agree that Ocu Agency, either directly or through its a�filiates, shall make
available to Customer information services ("Services"), which may include information ("Information"); computer
programs or applications (including those accessed remotely), documentation and media (collectively, "So�tware");
professional services and other services, subject to this Master Agreement ("Agreement"). “Customer” means the single
end-user customer organization executing this Agreement. The Services subject to this Agreement are identified in
orders entered into from time to time by Ocu Agency and Customer (“Orders”), which may include particular
Service-specific terms and conditions.  No obligation to furnish or to pay for a particular Service arises under this
Agreement until Ocu Agency accepts the applicable order in writing (i.e., by signature of an Ocu Agency representative
or delivery of an Ocu Agency invoice to Customer in connection with such Order).  All accepted Orders for Services
entered into a�ter the e�fective date hereof are subject to this Agreement, and the terms of such Orders are
incorporated by reference in this Agreement. Where there is a con�lict between the terms of any Order and this
Agreement, the terms of the Order shall control with respect to the Services set forth in such Order and solely to the
extent of the con�lict. Each Order placed by Customer shall identify the territories in which Customer is permitted to
access and/or use the Information, Services and So�tware supplied pursuant to that Order (“Territories”).  If no territories
are specifically identified in an Order, the Territory is limited to the United States. Customer agrees that it shall (and
shall procure that its users shall) only access and/or use the Information, Services and So�tware within the Territories
specified in that Order to support its business operations in the Territories. Customer shall not set up or share any user
ID’s, passwords or Information with persons located outside the Territories.  The Services made available to Customer
by Ocu Agency pursuant to a particular Order may be made available to U.S. entities that control, are controlled by, or
are under common control with, Customer ("A�filiates”) and identified on a "Schedule of A�filiates" attached to such
Order and signed by the parties.  A�filiates may place Orders for Services on their own behalf governed by this
Agreement as if such A�filiate had entered this Agreement itself (and any reference in the Order to the Master
Agreement between Ocu Agency and such A�filiate shall be deemed to mean this Agreement).  Any such A�filiate is
included in the definition of "Customer" as that term is used in this Agreement, except such A�filiates shall not have the
authority to terminate, amend or assign this Agreement, and such A�filiates are responsible for their own performance
under this Agreement.  The E�fective Date of this Agreement is as of the date set forth on the signature page hereof. In
consideration of the mutual obligations set forth in this Agreement, each party agrees to the terms and conditions
below and represents that this Agreement is executed by duly authorized representatives.

1. Licenses

1.1 Ocu Agency grants to Customer a non-exclusive, non-transferable license ("License") to use and display the
Information and So�tware (in object code format only) constituting each Ocu Agency product specified in an Order,
subject to the limitations contained in this Agreement and such Order.  Ocu Agency retains all ownership rights
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(including copyrights and other intellectual property rights) in the Services, in any form, and Customer obtains only
such rights as are explicitly granted in this Agreement and such Order.

1.2 Each License is for a term of twelve (12) months, beginning on the e�fective date of the Order, unless another term is
specified in the Order.  Ocu Agency may extend the term for an additional period while the parties are engaged in
renewal discussions.  Any such extension shall be subject to this Agreement and the terms and pricing of the Order or
the renewal, as applicable. The initial term and any renewal period for an Order or License constitute "the Term" for such
Order or License.

1.3 So�tware "Updates" (i.e., minor enhancements, additions, and substitutions to So�tware, including corrections and
bug fixes) are provided at no additional fee, if made commercially available by Ocu Agency.  "Upgrades" (i.e.,
modifications, additions or substitutions that result in a substantial change, improvement or addition to So�tware), if
made commercially available by Ocu Agency, are provided for an additional fee, if applicable.  The determination of
whether a matter involves an Update or an Upgrade is within the sole discretion of Ocu Agency.  All Updates and
Upgrades made available to Customer are subject to this Agreement.

2.  Restrictions on Use

2.1 Information and So�tware are licensed for internal use only by Customer's employees with a need to know. Customer
will not provide Information, So�tware or other Services to others, whether directly in any media or indirectly through
incorporation in a database, marketing list, report or otherwise, or use or permit the use of Information to generate any
statistical, comparative, or other information that is or will be provided to third parties (including as the basis for
providing recommendations to others); or voluntarily produce Information in legal proceedings, unless required by law.

2.2 Notwithstanding the foregoing, Customer may allow third parties to access the Services in the Territories on behalf
of Customer (“Contractors”), provided that such Contractors use the Information in accordance with this Agreement.
However, Customer must have written approval of Ocu Agency prior to providing access to a Contractor for use outside
of a Customer controlled environment.  Customer is liable to Ocu Agency for any use or disclosure by any Contractor of
Services, which if done by Customer itself would be a breach of this Agreement..

2.3 Customer will not attempt to access, use, modify, copy, reverse engineer, or otherwise derive the source code of any
Service.

2.4 Customer will not use Information as a factor in establishing an individual's eligibility for (i) credit or insurance to be
used primarily for personal, family or household purposes; or (ii) employment.  In addition, Customer will not use any
Service to engage in any unfair or deceptive practices and will use the Services only in compliance with all applicable
local, state, federal and international laws, rules, regulations or requirements, including, but not limited to, laws and
regulations promulgated by the O�fice of Foreign Asset Control, and/or those laws and regulations regarding
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telemarketing, customer solicitation (including fax advertising, wireless advertising and/or e-mail solicitation), data
protection and privacy.

2.5 Upon expiration or termination of a License with respect to particular Information or So�tware, or upon receipt of
So�tware or Information that is intended to supersede previously obtained So�tware or Information, unless Ocu Agency
instructs Customer otherwise, Customer will immediately delete or destroy all originals and copies of the Information
and/or So�tware, as applicable, including all Information or So�tware provided to Contractors as permitted by Section
2.2 hereof; and upon request, provide Ocu Agency with a corporate o�ficer’s certification thereof.

2.6 Upon reasonable notice and during regular business hours, Customer will permit Ocu Agency to inspect the
locations at, or computer systems on which, Information and So�tware are used, stored or transmitted so that Ocu
Agency can verify Customer's compliance with this Agreement.

3.  Exclusivity Period

3.1 Ocu Agency grants to Customer a supplementary minimum period of exclusivity ("Exclusivity Period") wherein Ocu
Agency agrees to abstain from reselling the Information specified in an Order subject to the limitations contained in
this Agreement and such Order. Each Exclusivity Period is for a minimum term of one hundred and twenty (120) days,
beginning thirty (30) days a�ter the e�fective date of the Order, unless another term is specified in the Order. Ocu
Agency may extend the term for an additional period while the parties are engaged in renewal discussions. Any such
extension shall be subject to this Agreement and the terms and pricing of the Order or the renewal, as applicable.

4.  Payment

4.1 Customer will pay Ocu Agency in accordance with the Order.  A late payment charge of the lesser of 1½% per month
or the highest lawful rate may be applied to any outstanding balances until paid.  Unless the parties agree otherwise in
an Order, Ocu Agency reserves the right to revise its published list pricing for reports and data packets pulled on a
transactional basis upon thirty (30) days notice.

4.2 Customer will pay any applicable taxes relating to this Agreement, other than taxes based on Ocu Agency income
and franchise - related taxes.

5.  Disclaimers

5.1 Though Ocu Agency uses extensive procedures to keep its database current and to promote data accuracy, Customer
acknowledges that the Information will contain a degree of error.

5.2 Ocu Agency represents that, to the best of its knowledge, the Information has been collected and compiled in
accordance with applicable local, state, federal and international laws, rules or regulations, but Ocu Agency does not
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guarantee that the Customer’s use of the Information meets the requirements of any applicable federal, or state law,
rule or regulation including but not limited to wireless suppression lists, the CAN-SPAM Act, and “Do Not Call” lists.

5.3 ALL SERVICES ARE PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS," "AS AVAILABLE" BASIS.  OTHER THAN AS EXPLICITLY STATED IN THIS
AGREEMENT, OCU AGENCY DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF
ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS, CURRENTNESS, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  OCU
AGENCY DOES NOT WARRANT THAT THE SERVICES WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE AND DISCLAIMS
ANY WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION REGARDING AVAILABILITY OF A SERVICE, SERVICE LEVELS OR
PERFORMANCE, OR OCU AGENCY'S CONDUCT IN COLLECTING, COMPILING, OR INTERPRETING INFORMATION.

6.  Protection of Proprietary Rights

6.1 Information and So�tware are proprietary to Ocu Agency and may include copyrighted works, trade secrets, or other
materials created by Ocu Agency at great e�fort and expense.  Customer will not contest the validity of Ocu Agency’s
rights in or ownership of the Information or So�tware in any way. Customer will reproduce Ocu Agency's copyright and
proprietary rights legend on all copies of Information and So�tware.

6.2 Neither party will use the trade names, trademarks or service marks of the other party in any news release, publicity,
advertising, or endorsement without the prior written approval of the other party. Customer shall not disclose the
negotiated pricing or terms of this Agreement, or any Order, to any third party.

6.3 Each party (“Recipient”) will treat all information provided by the other party (“Discloser”) that Discloser designates
in writing to be confidential in the same manner as Recipient treats its own confidential information; provided that i)
Recipient may share such information with its employees and third party service providers, with a need to know and/or
in order to fulfill the obligations pursuant to this Agreement (“Representatives”), in furtherance of the provision of
Services hereunder, that are subject to confidentiality obligations substantially as restrictive as those set forth in this
Section and ii) Recipient assumes responsibility for such employee’s and third party service provider’s use of such
information. Discloser represents and warrants that it has all necessary legal rights, title, consents and authority to
disclose such confidential information to Recipient.  Notwithstanding such confidential status, Customer agrees that
Ocu Agency may, without identifying Customer as the source of such information, use information provided by
Customer on its commercial customers, prospects, distributors and/or suppliers to create, update, merge, analyze,
maintain or enhance its database of business records, which business records are used to create, and are included
within, the Services made commercially available by Ocu Agency and its a�filiates.  Ocu Agency will not transfer,
disclose, sell or otherwise distribute such information in the form supplied by Customer to any third party (other than
Representatives) without Customer's consent, unless Ocu Agency is required by law to do so. Confidential information
shall not include information that (i) is or becomes a part of the public domain through no act or omission of Recipient;
(ii) was in Recipient’s lawful possession prior to Discloser’s disclosure to Recipient; (iii) is lawfully disclosed to Recipient
by a third-party with the right to disclose such information and without restriction on such disclosure; or (iv) is
independently developed by Recipient without use of or reference to the confidential information.  This section shall
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not apply to the use of Information and Services provided by Ocu Agency which is governed by the license terms of this
Agreement.

6.4 Customer shall implement and maintain security measures with respect to the Ocu Agency Information and
So�tware in Customer's possession that e�fectively restrict access to Information and So�tware only to authorized users
with a need to know, and protect Information and So�tware from unauthorized use, alteration, access, publication and
distribution. In no event shall such security measures be less restrictive than those Customer employs to safeguard its
most confidential information. Customer shall supply Ocu Agency with a description of such security measures at Ocu
Agency's request. In the event of an actual or suspected breach of such security measures, Customer shall provide Ocu
Agency prompt, but in no event later than (2) days a�ter becoming aware, written notice of any security incident that
involves, or which the Customer reasonably believes involves, the unauthorized access, use or disclosure of Information.

7.  Termination

7.1  In the event of material breach of any other part of this Agreement by Customer or Ocu Agency, the non-breaching
party may terminate this Agreement or particular Orders if such breach is not cured within thirty (30) days of written
notice of breach.

7.2 Termination of this Agreement will result in a termination of all outstanding Orders. Ocu Agency may terminate
this Agreement at such time as there are no Orders in e�fect.

7.3 The provisions set forth in Sections 2, 3, 5, 6, 7.3, 7.4, 8 and 9 will survive the termination of this Agreement.

7.4 If, without Ocu Agency's written permission or as permitted hereunder, Customer continues a�ter termination or
expiration of License to obtain, retain or continue to use Information, So�tware or other Services, in addition to any
other remedies available to Ocu Agency for such breach of the Agreement, Customer will be liable to Ocu Agency for
the undiscounted fees  (including annual fees for Services generally licensed on an annual basis) for such Services in
e�fect on the date of such termination or expiration.

8.  Limitation of Liability; Indemnification

8.1 NEITHER PARTY WILL BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, PUNITIVE, EXEMPLARY, INDIRECT, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING LOST PROFITS, LOST DATA, LOST REVENUES, AND LOSS OF
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY, WHETHER OR NOT THE OTHER PARTY WAS AWARE OR SHOULD HAVE BEEN AWARE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF THESE DAMAGES.

8.2.EACH PARTY’S MAXIMUM LIABILITY ARISING OUT OF OR RELATING TO THIS AGREEMENT, REGARDLESS OF THE
CAUSE OF ACTION (WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT, BREACH OF WARRANTY OR OTHERWISE), WILL NOT EXCEED
THE TOTAL AMOUNT PAID AND PAYABLE BY CUSTOMER HEREUNDER DURING THE 12-MONTH PERIOD
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IMMEDIATELY PRECEDING THE DATE ON WHICH SUCH LOSS, DAMAGE, INJURY, CLAIM, COST OR EXPENSE
OCCURRED.

8.3.Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, the exclusions and limitations set forth in Section 8.1 and Section 8.2
above shall not apply with respect to:  (i) the parties’ respective obligations under Section 8.4 (Indemnification), or (ii)
breach of Section(s) 2 or 6.

8.4 (a) Ocu Agency shall defend or settle at its expense any claim, suit or proceeding (“Claim”) arising from or alleging
infringement of any existing U.S. copyrights, patents, trademarks, or other intellectual property rights of any third party
by the Services furnished under this Agreement (but not to the extent Customer modifies the Services in any way or
combines the Services with material from third parties).  Ocu Agency shall indemnify and hold Customer harmless
from and pay any and all losses, costs and damages, including reasonable counsel fees (“Losses”) attributable to such
Claim.  Customer shall give Ocu Agency prompt notice of any Claim. Ocu Agency shall have the right to control the
defense of any such Claim, including appeals, negotiations and any settlement or compromise thereof, provided that
Customer shall have the right to approve the terms of any settlement or compromise, such approval not to be
unreasonably withheld. Customer shall provide all reasonable cooperation in the defense of any Claim. This section
provides Customer’s exclusive remedy for any infringement Claims or damages. (b) Customer shall indemnify and hold
Ocu Agency harmless from and pay any and all Losses arising from Customer’s unauthorized use or distribution of
Services.  With respect to covered Claims brought by Ocu Agency directly, Customer will pay all costs and expenses,
including reasonable attorneys' fees that Ocu Agency incurs in any such action.

9.  Choice of Law; Disputes

9.1 This Agreement is governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard
to choice of law provisions.  Any disputes arising out of this Agreement that cannot be resolved by the parties will be
brought in state or federal court located in New York, New York.

9.2 Customer will pay all costs and expenses, including reasonable attorneys' fees, that Ocu Agency incurs in any action
to enforce Customer's and A�filiates' obligations under this Agreement.

10. Miscellaneous

10.1   This Agreement, any Orders, addenda, statements of work and schedules constitute the entire agreement
between Ocu Agency and Customer regarding the Services.  All prior agreements, both oral and written, between the
parties on the matters contained in this Agreement are expressly cancelled and superseded by this Agreement. Any
Order in e�fect as of the e�fective date of this Agreement, regardless of such Order’s e�fective date, and notwithstanding
anything to the contrary contained therein, shall be subject to this Agreement. In no event shall any terms or
conditions included on any form of Customer purchase order apply to the relationship between Ocu Agency and
Customer hereunder, unless such terms are expressly agreed to by the parties in writing.  Any amendments of or
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waivers relating to this Agreement or any Order must be in writing signed by  the party, or parties, to be charged
therewith.

10.2  Third parties that provide information, so�tware or services to Ocu Agency for use in providing the Services are
entitled to assert defenses under Sections 5 and 8 to the same extent as Ocu Agency.  This Agreement is not intended
to, nor may be deemed to create any rights of enforcement in any person who is not a signatory to this Agreement.

10.3  This Agreement binds and inures to the benefit of the parties and their successors and permitted assigns, except
that neither party may assign this Agreement without the prior written consent of the other party; however, Ocu
Agency may assign the Agreement to any of its a�filiated companies or in connection with a merger or consolidation
involving Ocu Agency (so long as the assignment is to the newly merged or consolidated entity) or the sale of
substantially all of Ocu Agency's assets (so long as the assignment is to the acquirer of such assets).

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Agreement to be executed by their duly authorized
representatives as of the date which accompanies the final signature.

Customer:

By: _________________________________________________________    _____________   ______________________
Signature Title                                   Organization

______________________________________     _________________
Printed Name Date

Ocu Agency :

Edward Haar
FOUNDING PARTNER

Ocu Agency
Marketing Consultancy

516.359.5351
office@ocuagency.com
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Define your vision.
Bring it to life.
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